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Presentation Notes
Today I’m going to talk you through: the publishing cyclehow to choose a journalwhat to think about when you’re writingthe peer review process what to do when you’re published



Taylor & Francis

Publisher of scholarly journals since 1798

Work in partnership with learned societies and universities

Publish across Science, Social Sciences, Humanities, Technology, Arts and 
Medicine

Global publisher with offices in Beijing, Singapore, Tokyo, Oxford, Philadelphia 
and Melbourne (plus more)

Partner with innovators to improve the publishing experience for authors and 
make articles more discoverable (including Altmetric, Figshare, Kudos and 
ORCiD).
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Who’s Taylor & Francis? Oldest commercial journals publisher in the world – highly experienced across editorial, sales, marketing and productionBiggest social science publisher in the world2500+ journals across all disciplinesPlatform (TFO) constantly innovating to improve publishing experience for authors. Examples of recent developments include:Figshare – to host supplemental materialORCID – to make individual author’s easily identifiable with their workAnd Altmetric, which I’ll come on to talk about later
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Some of the imprints we publish under - we’re journal and books, working with researchers all around the world (Africa, Asia, Americas, Europe, Australasia)



Why publish?

• To exchange ideas 
• To build reputation
• To disseminate work on a global scale

Have you got: 

• Something new to say?
• A solution to a current or difficult problem?
• A new development on a ‘hot’ topic in your field

Publishing - a necessary step in the research process
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Presentation Notes
Needs to be something you’re interested in (remember you could be working on this a long time) and is interesting to others.Needs to be original – not been researched before or not been researched in that way (different methods and methodology, different context) or develops previous workCould be a thesis, dissertation or conference paper that’s received good feedbackWhat are your ideas? How are they original?Staking your claim to your ideas and the importance of your work.



What are you publishing?

• Are you publishing new methods and / or results?
• Are you reviewing or summarizing a particular area?
• Does it advance knowledge and understanding of a 

particular area?

Don’t publish…

• Something of no scholarly interest
• Out-of-date work
• A duplication of existing, published research
• Incorrect or unacceptable conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what should you be looking to publish? Always be completely clear from the beginning of the writing process what you want to publish. This will not only help you in structuring your paper but also in choosing your journal. Ensure you avoid the last four points – whether you are the author or co-author you are responsible for the content of the article. It is highly likely it will be picked up at peer review or when we run checks at different stages of the publishing process (more of which later).



Think about what you want to publish

• Full articles: offering original insights
• Letters: communicating advances quickly  
• Reviews: offer a perspective, summarising recent 

developments on a significant topic
• Conference papers: something to consider if your 

research project is ‘in progress’ 
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These are some of the different types of articles we publish in our journals – it helps to be clear from the very beginning on what you are looking to get published.   Be clear – is your work international or more suitable for a general audience> If you want to publish in an international journal need to be able to make your points more generalized / applicable to a global audience. Also look at where other Irish scholars are publishing / how are they doing this? 



The stages to go through before submitting

Idea Choose 
journal

Read 
back 

issues

Write 
first 
draft

Use 
critical 
friend

Refine 
further 
drafts

Check
notes for 

contributors 

Proof 
read 
and 

submit
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Overview of the stages to aim to go through before submitting your article. If time: Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxYVyL_s3P0&list=PLzgRP6d58f5R5VoBJTVzGLfsOQQCcB_tv



Choosing the 
right journal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good writing begins with planning. What’s your purpose for publishing? Who are you writing for? Are you writing a journal article, blog post, magazine article, book or something else? Thinking about these questions and keeping them at the front of your mind will guide you as you go through the process.Is your audience your own university colleagues, local or truly international?What level is it aimed at: researchers, practitioners or the general public?Is it really a magazine article, a book or your PhD thesis?Is it a ‘research in progress’ paper, a literature review or a ‘Viewpoint’? (Some journals take these, some don’t)Is it a book review? Book reviews can be a good introduction to academic writing



Know your audience

Tip 1: A journal article is not a magazine article, a book 
manuscript or your PhD thesis (but you could write a book 
review…)

Q. Do you:

A) Write your article for a specific journal? 
B) Write your article first and then find a journal that’s most 
suitable?

A) Be in the minority: 

30% of authors write for a specific journal, 
70% write the article and panic.  

Presenter
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Journal article has a clear structure to the argument, references the background / other literature, offers concise overview of methods and findings, is accurately referenced and is often bound by a tight word count.  Structure:  - introduction (rationale for the paper – overview to specifics of the question) - methods (describes method and procedures) - results (findings described and commented on)  - discussion (implications and impact)Write for your audience: have read and understood the journal’s aims and scopes (on the publisher’s website), read articles published in it so you know who you’re writing for, the interests of the audience and the style of the journal.



Why you should read a journal’s ‘Aims & Scope’

The ‘Aims & Scope’ 
will help you 
understand what 
the journal is about, 
and who it is for. 

Find it on the 
journal page on 
tandfonline.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows where this is on Taylor & Francis Online (our journals platform). All publishers will have this – a statement of what the journal seeks to publish and who its main audience is (who reads it). Often very short so take the couple of minutes to read it so you know whether this is the right journal for your research.



Know your audience

Tip 2: You are joining a conversation with other contributors.

Research the journals in your field:

Visit your university library 
 Look at publisher and journal websites
 Talk to your peers
Pick your type: generalist or niche, international or 

region specific?
Read (and understand) the journal’s Aims and Scope
Check www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo 
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Presentation Notes
Good idea to track key issues, topics in your field – sign up to journal ToC alerts, use social media (Twitter, LinkedIn).See where the people you read publish. Talk to people who’ve previously published in that journal. Get in touch with the editor with an outline and ask if it’s something that fits with their journal.  Find out about themed issues – does your research fit?Sherpa Romeo – independent website explains journal’s copyright and self-archiving policy (important to understand how you can share your work and how others can re-use it)



Know your audience

Tip 3: Ask the right questions and know the right answers. Who, or 
what, is the journal’s:

• Editor? 
• Editorial board? 
• Publisher?
• Authors?
• Society affiliation?
• Readership?
• Online/print?
• Impact Factor? 
• Peer review?
• Submission process?
• Open Access policy? 

Presenter
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Some key questions to answer so you understand what you’re publishing your work in. What matters to you? Answers to all these questions for T&F journals can be found on the journal page on TFO.



Think. Check. Submit.

• A publishing industry 
initiative which aims to help 
you make informed choices, 
and choose trusted journals 
to publish your research

• Provides you with a toolkit 
to assess whether the 
journal you plan to submit 
to is appropriate for your 
work, and is also a 
respected, reputable journal

www.thinkchecksubmit.org
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Presentation Notes
What is Think. Check. Submit.?A publishing industry initiative which aims to help researchers make informed choices, and to choose trusted journals to publish their researchWhy do you need Think. Check. Submit.? -	To help you identify high-quality journals which would be appropriate for submitting your research      To help protect you against fraud and publishing malpractice, due to the growth of ‘predatory publishers’Think. Check. Submit. is a useful set of tools to help you check that you are submitting your article to a respected journal from a reputable publisher. Remember, though there, are other sources of support available to you as you seek publication – so do seek advice from departmental colleagues, and your subject librarian about the best publication outlet for your work. AuthorAID is also available as a source of support, mentoring, resources and training for researchers in developing countries.



The Think. Check. Submit. checklist

1. Do you or your colleagues know the journal?

2. Is the journal clear about the type of peer review that it 
uses?

3. Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?

4. Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry 
initiative?

Presenter
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To help make sure you’re choosing a journal you can trust, Think Check Submit has created a useful checklist you can use before submitting your research. These are just a few examples of the questions you can ask yourself to make sure you’re choosing a reputable journal.



Journal citation metrics
Citation metrics - widely used as measures of quality by:

- Librarians - Researchers
- Tenure & promotion committees   - Publishers
- Grant awarding bodies

In the simplest terms, they calculate the average number of citations over a 
specified time period.

• Impact Factor / Social Sciences Citation Index
• SNIP/ Scopus 
• Eigenfactor Score

There are many factors to consider when deciding which journal is right for your 
paper.
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The impact factor (plus more). Lots of citation metrics out there and understanding how and why you should take note of them can be tricky. Impact Factor was originally created to allow an assessment of journal “quality”. There is a great deal of criticism around it though, not least because different disciplines have very different citation patterns, and by turn Impact Factors. TFO – most jnls w/ IF will list them on the aims & scope or IFAs on Taylor and Francis Online. IF - use them as part of the judging criteria for choosing a journal but this should be one factor rather than the main factor. The overriding question in your mind should also be ‘Is this journal a good fit for my research’ and ‘Is this the audience I want to be reaching?’



New resource: Mastering Metrics

http://bit.ly/TF-Mastering-Metrics

Presenter
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There are a large number of different metrics available, measuring the performance of journals, individual articles, and even authors. If you’re confused by what they all mean or want to find out more then please see our new free resource, Mastering Metrics, which includes an infographic introducing the most common metrics, there are also videos, guides, and links to research articles about bibliometrics. 



What is

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another route to publish your research.



1. Making content freely available online to read  

Meaning your article can be read 
by anyone, anywhere 

2. Making content reusable by third 
parties with little or no restrictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very quick synoposis of what OA is.



“Open access gives other scholars and 
students at all educational levels 
immediate access to your work. It is a 
form of publication that is totally 
inclusive … I like the idea that there 
might be people in sub-Saharan Africa 
reading my work, in addition to well-
known scholars in the ivory towers of the 
world’s elite universities. Open access is 
such a democratising form of publication 
that, whenever institutional resources 
allow, I like to pursue it.”

Costas Karageorghis, 
‘Music in the exercise domain: a review 

and synthesis (Part I)’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from an author who published with us and wrote something for me about his work and why he chose to publish OA. Inclusivity, democratising – very inspiring choice of words.  Published a review article on music and sport in International Review of Sport and Exercise Psychology, December 2011



Definitions

Gold Open Access
• publication of the final article (Version of Record)
• article is made freely available online (often but not always after

payment of an article publishing charge (APC)

Green Open Access
• Archiving / deposit of an (earlier version of an) article in a

repository

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offer both Gold and Green OA at T&F. Pure OA jnls (T&F / Routledge Open & Cogent OA): Gold OA: purely OA content. 130+ journals and growing. Authors can archive their final published article (Version of Record) immediately. APCs from $0 to $1,750. Hybrid journals (Open Select): Mix of OA and content available via subscription (offer Gold & Green OA options in these journals):Standard APC - £1,788. Various off-setting agreements in place both at national and global level) Green OA option: archiving / posting earlier version of a manuscript on publication of the final article in a subscription-based journalNo embargo on Author’s Original Manuscript (AO) postingNo embargo on Accepted Manuscript (AM) posting to a personal website (e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn, linking from Twitter)12 month embargo (S&T/behavioral), 18 months (SSAH) if  posting to repository or academic social network (e.g. ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Mendeley) Zero embargo pilot currently running on LIS and Archives & Heritage titlesRepository Online archive for storing research produced by the faculty of an institutionUsually more networked than a websiteBackground, in case asked: To pay - via credit card (by visiting https://cats.informa.com/PTS/go?t=rl&o=oa&m=1066243), or if they’d prefer an invoice they can email apc@tandf.co.uk and include their article DOI and invoice address.)



4 reasons to publish OA

1. Increased discoverability: anyone can read (and cite) 
your work.

2. Reaching beyond academia: it can be easily accessed 
by people outside your research field, and outside the 
scholarly community. 

3. Highlighting your work: you can share and post your 
final published article (the Version of Record) anywhere. 

4. Ownership: You retain the copyright to your work.
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1 / 2. Publishing OA means that anyone can read your research – they don’t have to be within your field or even within academia: they can just be someone interested in what you’re writing about. Can be a huge benefit for those whose work has the potential to be picked up by the media, or is inter-disciplinary in its focus, or if you want to reach and influence policy makers.3. If you publish Gold OA you can share and post your final published article (the Version of Record) anywhere – on social media, on academic networking sites such as ResearchGate or Academia.edu, or on your departmental or personal websites for instance, all helping to highlight your work and get friends, colleagues or anyone interested in your research field to read it. N.B. Green OA option at T&F = if publishing traditional,  subscription route can post your Accepted Manuscript (AM) on your departmental or personal website at any point after publication of your article (this includes posting to Facebook, Google groups, and LinkedIn, and linking from Twitter). Include link from your posted AM to the published article on TFO, so you can see how may people are reading your work and encourage citation. Embargoes apply if you are posting the AM to an institutional or subject repository, or to academic social networks.AM – version that’s been through peer review but not been copy edited, typeset, had metadata applied or been formatted for online publication.  4. Ownership – at T&F we ask authors to sign a exclusive license to publish – author retains copyright and re-use requests handled by us or the learned society (if jnl is published with one)This then links to the Creative Commons license of their choice. So we offer CC-BY, CC-BY-NC, CC-BY-NC-ND licences which define how you want others to reuse your work. Feedback from authors via our OA survey shows researchers want to choose the license option that best suits them, so currently offer a range of publishing agreements. Summaries on AS. CC-BY: Open and OS titles if publishing Gold OACC-BY NC: Open jnlsCC-BY-NC-ND: Open Select (gold OA)  All on publishing agreements and your options page on authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/publishing-agreements-your-options/Green OA: authors assign copyright  And the fact anyone can read it means you’re getting your ideas out there, your work is being disseminated on a global scale, and that anyone can potentially cite your work, increasing it’s impact.



Our OA philosophy

1. Author choice

2. Community collaboration and 
consultation

3. Commitment to offering the best in 
OA publishing
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OA philosophy at T&F: we want authors to be able to publish their research in the outlet that best suits them, facilitating the greatest possible impact for their work. So we offer:  - choice of routes to publish (Gold or Green OA) - choice of journals all of which have a specialist focus, an engaged readership and expert editorial board - choice of licences options so you can decide how others re-use your work (reflecting what authors are telling us they want).  - Every article published OA at T&F goes through rigorous peer review - apply the same standards to OA articles as for our subscription contentAlso a member of OASPA (OA Scholarly Publishing Assoc) and DOAJ (Directory of OA Journals) with the aim of driving and sharing best practice in OA publishing. Know OA is constantly evolving, so take a flexible, evidence-based approach guided by initiatives such as OA author surveys, librarian white papers, Green OA zero embargo pilot. Share this knowledge with the wider community by publishing results.  Invested in open access inc. creation of Cogent – publishes OA mega-journals Aim to meet the different needs and priorities of the many researchers we work with. 



What are we publishing OA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show breadth of the content we’re publishing OA at T&F 



Writing
for a journal



Think like an editor

“...I think authors need to think ‘what is it like to be 
an editor of a journal? How many papers is the 
Editor receiving per day, per week? What is going to 
actually make the journal pay attention to my 
paper?” 

Monica Taylor, former editor of the 
Journal of Moral Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick quote from one of our editors – sound advice here ‘think like an editor’: put yourself in there shoes. Editor Resources – is our resource site for editors, includes posts from editors talking about different aspects of their role. Good place to go for an insight.



Do:
 Look at published papers

 Fit the Aims & Scope

 Format your article to the journal

 Know where or who to submit to 

 Check spelling and grammar 

 Consider English ‘polishing’

 Ask a colleague to read it

Don’t:
× Overlook the title

× Rush the abstract

× Dismiss the Instructions for Authors

× Ignore the bibliography

× Leave acronyms unexplained

× Forget to clear any copyright 

× Miss out attachments (figures, tables, 

images)

× Send the incorrect version of your paper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some very quick dos and donts  - IFAs: crucial to follow these – don’t fall down at the first hurdle - Formatting – we have templates on our Author Services site for many of our journals: save time by using them. Going to go on to pick up and expand on some of these points.



Instructions for Authors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is your bible – read through them thoroughly to make sure you have followed the requirements of the journal. Include info like:  - type of peer review (double or single blind for instance) - word limit - formatting requirements  - Copyright



Your title and abstract

Your title and abstract are your article’s ‘shop window’ so make it 
attractive:

• Put what’s new / what makes if different at the start
• Think about how someone will search for your research – what 

search terms will they use?
• Use these in your title and abstract to make your article more 

discoverable (search engine optimization).
• Use clear, concise language that could be understood by 

someone outside of your field.
• Draw out the main issues you are looking to address in both 

the title and abstract (but be brief!).

Presenter
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Can’t express the importance of a good abstract – key to making your article more discoverable and to encouraging people to read your work. Pick certain key phrases and repeat them through the abstract, to add search engine optimization. Be specific but remember still needs to make sense. Try to keep to a maximum of three or four different keyword phrases (once in title, first couple of sentences etc). Writing for readers though not robots.   And stick to the limit on the journal ‘Information for Authors’ page, otherwise your abstract could be edited. Step back from your writing and put yourself in the shoes of someone who doesn’t work in your field, or even academia. Is it still understandable and engaging? Would it make them want to read it? Can also use these points if you’re asked to write a lay abstract or public interest statement.



What makes a good title

"We would typically expect a strong title, a good 
title that really expressed what the article was 
about and made it clear to the reader exactly what 
the topic was, and it's amazing how often writers 
neglect to do that.”

Professor Mark Brundrett, Editor of Education 3-13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some words of advice from one of our editors on titles…



Taylor & Francis Editing Services

Making the process of preparing and submitting a 
manuscript easier.

www.tandfeditingservices.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Editing Services: One of the services we offer authors pre-submission (don’t have to be submitting to a T&F journal)offer language polishing as well as translation, help with formatting and figure preparation pre-submission (all fees clearly stated at the beginning).



Ethics for authors

Question: Submitting a manuscript to more than one 
journal at a time is: 

a) allowed as reviews can take months
b) not allowed in any circumstance

Answer:
b) not allowed in any circumstance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So on to ethics – can anyone answer this question?  



Ethics for authors: the essentials

• Be wary of self-plagiarism.
• Don’t submit a paper to more than one journal at a time. 
• Don’t send an incomplete paper just to get feedback.
• Always include and / or acknowledge all co-authors (and 

let them know you’ve submitted the paper to be 
published). 

• Always mention any source of funding for your paper.
• If you are using data sets gathered by someone else, 

check that you have permission to use them in your 
article.

Information on ethics in journal publishing:
authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/ethics-for-authors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are our absolute essentials – there seems to be a perception of an increase in ethical issues in journal publishing (ghost authorship for instance). Whether that is true or not try to avoid these errors. 1. Always reference your other works if you have referred to it in your paper2 / 3. Why do you think this might not be a good idea?4. Whether you’re the corresponding author or co-author make sure you know where the research is being published.  5. Need to declare any potential conflicts of interest6. Can be copyright issues so make sure you have written permission



Your submission checklist

A title page file with the names of all authors 
and co-authors

Main document file with abstract, keywords, 
main text and all references

 Figure, image or table files (with permission 
cleared)

Any extra files, such as your supplemental
material

Biographical notes 
Your cover letter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will need to format your article to meet the requirements of the journal. Word templates are available for many Taylor & Francis journals. Check the journal’s Instructions for Authors for details (on every journal page on tandfonline.com).



Peer review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you’ve submitted your article – what happens next?



What is peer review?

Allows an author’s research to be evaluated and commented upon by 
independent experts. 

Which can take different forms:

• Single-blind review: where the reviewer's name is hidden from the 
author. 

• Double-blind review: where the reviewer's name is hidden from the 
author and the author's name is hidden from the reviewer. 

• Open review: where no identities are concealed. 
• Post-publication review: where comments can be made by readers 

and reviewers after the article has been published.

Every article published in a Taylor & Francis journal goes through 
rigorous peer review. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of discussion around peer review and the different types of peer review models. It’s a collaborative process, where authors can get constructive feedback from their peers to improve their research and engage in a dialogue with other people within their field. Consider being a reviewer – speak to your supervisor or get in touch with a journal editor with your CV. Peer reviewing can help you :Understand the review processImprove your writing and submissions Builds networks with other people in your fieldGuidance on what to expect in the peer review process on Author Services, our website for authors (journalauthors.tandf.co.uk) and a step by step guide for peer reviewers on Editor Resources  (editorresources.taylorandfrancisgroup.com)



Stages of peer review

Editor receives 
manuscript &  

makes an initial 
assessment

Sent out to 
reviewers

Accept
Minor amendments
Major amendments

Reject

Feedback to 
authorAmendProduction stage

Article 
published
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Presentation Notes
Peer review usually begins with a desk assessment by the journal editor. They’ll be checking the paper fits the journal’s aims and scope before it goes out to review. Make sure your paper fits before you submit it.  Usually sent in via online submission system (at T&F use S1 and Editorial Manager), linked to from journal page on the publisher’s website (the IFAs will tell you which system is used). Our editorial teams work very hard to try to progress papers through peer review as quickly as possible but are reliant on the good will of reviewers, and on them being timely. Remember those reviewers are very often working academics with their own research and writing to do as well. I know it’s hard but try to understand if it’s not as speedy a response as you would like! You can also check where your paper is at by logging into the online submissions systems (Editorial Manager or S1M) or by getting in touch with the editor.     Tiny proportion of manuscripts are accepted with no revisions. Don’t get dis-spirited and don’t be afraid to query the comments with the editor if you don’t agree with them. Remember, it’s a conversation. 



How to handle reviewers’ comments

• Try to accept feedback
• Revise as requested
• If you can’t explain why
• Turn the paper round on time
• Thank the reviewers for their time

If you’re responding:

• Be specific
• Defend your position: be assertive and persuasive, not 

defensive or aggressive

Don’t be afraid to ask the editor for guidance. A good editor will 
want to help. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t agree with some of the feedback you’re received? When you send back the paper you can include an explanation of why you haven’t included a particular set of revisions. *Stress the last point*



Top ten reasons for rejection (what to avoid)

1. Sent to the wrong journal, doesn’t fit the aims and scope, or fails 
to engage with issues addressed by the journal.

2. Not a true journal article (i.e. too journalistic or clearly a thesis 
chapter or consultancy report).  

3. Too long/too short.
4. Poor regard of the journal’s conventions, or for academic writing 

generally.
5. Poor style, grammar, punctuation or English.
6. No contribution to the subject.
7. Not properly contextualised.
8. Poor theoretical framework.
9. Scrappily presented and sloppily proof read.
10. Libellous, unethical, rude or lacks objectivity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the top ten reasons why papers are rejected. Avoid doing them.  Checked the aims and scope before writing? Wont do this?Clear on what you’re writingChecked IFAs – stick to the word countCheck the Instructions for Authors and stick to them. Get a ‘critical friend’ to read before you submit6. Fails to say anything of significance or states the obvious7. Concentrates on parochial interests and ignores the needs of an international or wide readership8. Including (or not including) references to previous literature9. Good proofing!10. Know not to do this.



What to do if your article is rejected

• Do nothing for a few days: try to calm down and try not to 
take it personally.  

• You could use the reviewers’ comments, alter the paper and 
submit to another journal.

• If you do submit elsewhere, make sure you alter your paper 
to the new style of that journal. Editors can easily detect a 
paper that was submitted to another publication.

• If you are asked to make heavy amendments and resubmit, 
you must decide if it is worthwhile. 



Congratulations, 
you’re published!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Post peer review move into production where you’ll proof your article, it will be typeset and copyedited and made ready for online publication and print. If time: PLAY: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4Ta0fudypM&list=PLzgRP6d58f5R5VoBJTVzGLfsOQQCcB_tv&index=2



DIY PR: why you should try it

“Self-promotion helps personalise 
the conversation” 
Professor Andy Miah, 
Chair of Ethics and Emerging Technologies, 
University of the West of Scotland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We work with authors to promote their work – that can be through PR, article collections focused on an ‘in the news’ topic or specific research area, through email campaigns or social media but through your career you will build a network of people in your research field who will already have a committed interest. If you can work with us this can have a massive impact. 



Maximising your article’s impact
Use these tips to maximise the potential of your article to be seen, read, 
and cited. 

• Post updates and link to your article on academic and professional 
networking sites. 

• Use social media to post a link to your article and highlight key 
points.

• Add a brief summary and link to your article on your department 
website. Then add it to your students’ reading lists. 

• Think your research is newsworthy? Speak to your institution’s press 
office, provide them with a link to your article, and include them in 
social media posts.

• If you are a blogger or have a personal webpage write about your 
article and link to it. Then write about your post on social media, 
linking to it and the article. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can you do? T&F offer 50 free eprints to every author including co-authors (different publishers have different policies on this). More and more authors are posted links to this on social media or in their email signatures (just a link like Just published: my article on XXXX) and this is showing to be a highly effective way of driving people to their article.   



Why use social media?

• Social media drives article downloads
• 7 out of 10 most important factors in SEO ranking 

now come from social media
• Altmetric Attention Scores usually take into account 

social media attention
• Journalists use Twitter as a major source of news 

stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: How many of you use social media professionally? Stats here that show the increasing importance of it for researchers. It’s a highly effective way to get your paper noticed. 



How do researchers use social media?

More and more academics 
are using social media to 
discuss, and promote, their 
research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how can you use it? Feedback from Taylor & Francis authors suggest they use it to: Discuss current research trendsKeep up with industry newsConnect with colleaguesShare alerts on conferences or call for papersComment on developments in academiaShare links to their published research1 article = 400 tweets, 12 public FB walls, 3 new stories and 13,400 article views!  Visuals also shows how T&F authors are using various social media channels (from our author survey)



Using social media to highlight your research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examples that we’ve picked up on our channels. Changing the way we communication, and as researchers and academics we want our work to be discoverable and for people to engage with it.



“Publicizing an article is work, but it’s worth it. I have 
received more emails about my article in the past two 
months than I have about all my other work in the 
previous year. Another university has invited me to visit 
because of my work, and my students are more excited 
about research because they see the attention it is 
getting. Not every article I write will be as interesting to 
the public, but I will definitely be working to do what I 
can to rustle up some interest in my work in the future.”

Russell Warne, Assistant Professor, 
Utah Valley University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Impact of Participation in the Advanced Placement Program on Students' College Admissions Test Scores, published in Journal of Educational ResearchOn testing of children with US high schools was published May 2015. Worked with the author on PR and on promotion via social media. The article has featured on the Education Week blog and The Conversation, the news and analysis site. He created an infographic and video abstract all of which we can include with his article on TFO as supplemental material.In 3 months his article was downloaded 1671 times, reached over 28k people via social media as well as being featured in the media mentioned. This has now reached over 2,200 downloads. Asked him to write an article for me about the approach he took and just wanted to read to you part of this: “Publicizing an article is work, but it’s worth it. I have received more emails about my article in the past two months than I have about all my other work in the previous year. Another university has invited me to visit because of my work, and my students are more excited about research because they see the attention it is getting. Not every article I write will be as interesting to the public, but I will definitely be working to do what I can to rustle up some interest in my work in the future.” 



Does your article have an Altmetric Attention Score? 

Altmetric Attention 
Scores track the 
attention that scholarly 
articles receive online, 
and specifically via: 

• Social media 
• Traditional media
• Online reference 

managers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Altmetrics are article metrics – so your article’s downloads, citations and Altmetric mentions (can find these on ‘My Authored Works’ on TFO if T&F published author). Together these are able to tell you the reach of your research. Altmetric tracks:  Social media like Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest and blogsTraditional media whether mainstream (The Guardian, New York Times) or science specific (New Scientist, Scientific American). Many non-English language titles are covered. Online reference managers like Mendeley and CiteULikeDifferent colours in the ‘donut’ shows what the mentions are made up of (blue for Twitter, red for news media etc)



Click on the donut and check the conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Details page for every journal article – news, blogs, Twitter, Facebook, Wikipedia, Mendeley etc. Can set yourself up with alerts so you can find out every time your article is mentioned Can see each of the mentions and where they’re coming from (both sites and geographically). But how can you use this data? 



How to use altmetrics to your advantage

• Identify coverage and wider dissemination of your 
research

• See who is talking about your research
• Monitor other research in your field
• Manage your online reputation

authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/measuring-
impact-with-article-metrics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Altmetrics = useful to researchers who are keen to build their online presence, demonstrate the broader impacts of their work, and increase their chances of receiving grant funding.1. Researchers are using this as evidence in their CVs, in grant funding, and on their personal or departmental websites.2. Identify potential new collaborators and build relationships with key influencers.3. Know how it has been received amongst a broader audience.4. Respond to commentary about your work and actively engage with the conversation.	All great insight not only into your work but also wider in your field– use it!Link shows how you can maximise your mentions and gives other ideas on how to use it. If time: Play a video which offers a quick overview of article metrics, and will go on to talk about these in more detail later Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRJSvuwbgzs&index=3&list=PLzgRP6d58f5R5VoBJTVzGLfsOQQCcB_tv



Guidance, news and ideas for authors 

authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Author Services website: offers support, guidance and tips for T&F authors (and anyone else!). Offers support from pre-submission (so formatting templates for instance) to post-publication and every step in-between. Advice on copyright, ethics, choosing a journal, checklist before submitting, how to tweet your research, what to expect during peer review plus more. Most visited pages Copyright and youFormatting guide and templatesMaking your research have impact – top 10 tips  Website and social media. Follow us for tips and insights and post us queries – would love to hear from you!



Questions?
Twitter: @tandfauthorserv

Facebook: tandfauthorservices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you. Any questions? 
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